ORANGE COAST CUSTOM MEDIA OFFERS
CONTENT, DESIGN, PRINTING, PRODUCTION, AND DIGITAL MEDIA SERVICES.

For over four decades, Orange Coast magazine has chronicled the people, places, and activities that make Orange County a unique and dynamic destination. Orange Coast’s award-winning editorial – named “Best City and Regional Magazine for four straight years by the WPA – means a quality publication that entertains and informs a loyal readership.

In addition to our monthly magazines, Orange Coast Custom Media provides a broad range of publishing services to serve various market sectors across multiple platforms. If you are looking for unique and effective ways to build a bridge to clients, customers, or donors, Orange Coast Custom Media can help.

KEY CAPABILITIES INCLUDE:

- MAGAZINES
- NEWSLETTERS
- CUSTOM PUBLICATIONS
- DIGITAL SOLUTIONS
- CONTENT CREATION
- ART DIRECTION AND DESIGN
- PRODUCTION AND PRINTING
- DISTRIBUTION SERVICES

For more information, contact Christopher Schulz, Publisher
949 862 1133; cschulz@orangecoast.com

The premier lifestyle magazine in Orange County, reaching over 220,000 affluent readers per issue!